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Abstract: The objective of the research is to know the perception offourth semester 

students of Universitas Muria Kudus  on the use social media in learning English. The 

researcher used descriptive qualitative research and the data was collected by the used of 

questionnaire. The participants are 50 students of English Education Department of 

UniversitasMuria Kudus. The result showed social media have good perception for the 

fourth semester students of English Education Department of UniversitasMuria Kudus. 

Social media have provided rich resource to learn English. It indicats that social media 

has positive contribution for learning English they are listening, reading, writing and 

speaking skill. 
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INRODUCTION 

In the age of the internet, social media has become an important thing in 

social interaction. Nowadays students are familiar with social media. Social media 

is an internet based tool and platform that develop and share information. It can be 

a share of words, photos, video, others. Social media is also called a tool of 

information and communication technology used by people to communicate 

online. The students use social media not only for communication but also for 

social working and learning. Hudson (2017;59) states that social media refers to 

websites and applications of which design is to allow people to share content 
quickly, efficiently in real time.  

Learning is a process to get knowledge of a subject or skill by study, 

experiences and instruction. Learning English is a process of getting knowledge 

about English skills (Brown 2010:7-8). English skills consist of four aspects. They 

are listening, speaking, reading and writing skill. The students of English 

Education department must master English well. Learning English is one of 

important thing for English majors. Most of the students of English Education 

Department learning English with technology resource as internet media.  

Based on the researchers’ observation while studying in English Education 

Department, the researcher finds that the students of English Education 

Department like using social media for different purposes. The students open 

social media for entertaining and also learn English.The students think that open 

social media has many kinds of resources such as video, photos, caption and 

others. For this reason, the students using social media for learning English makes 

the students easy to learn and has a lot of benefits. According to Al – Arif 

(2019;235) social media provides fun learning resources so that it makes students 

interest learn English language skills by using social media. The other reason the 
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students use social media for learning English when students felt difficult and 

want to improve English skill. There are many kinds of social media for example 

Facebook, YouTube, Twitter and others. Monica and Anamaria (2014)  

Social media has a positive impact on the students for learning English. 

Through social media the students can communicate with their friends and other 

people around the world. Students can increase and exchange information or 

knowledge and information. By read and watch some information. The students 

get a lot and information from social media. The third is social media make 

students creative. The cause is that social media has many resources for learning 

English. They are listening, speaking, reading and writing. The students can create 

their content creatively for example design photos.  

Based on the explanation above, this study is to know the perception of 

fourth semester students of English Education Department of UniversitasMuria 

Kudus on the use of social media in learning English. By conducting this research, 

the result will be useful for the next researcher who wants to conduct similar 

research, the lecturer and the reader will use social media as a tool of learning 

English. 

 

METHOD 

This research uses qualitative descriptive research. Sukmadinata (2010;8) 

stated that qualitative research is to describe and analyse phenomena, events, 

social activities attitudes, beliefs, perceptions, though of individuals or groups. 

The participants of this research are 50 fourth semester students of English 

Education Department of UniversitasMuria Kudus. To collect the data researcher 

used a questionnaire. It is Close ended questionnaire. There are four categories of 

the questionnaire and they are Strongly Agree, Agree, Disagree and Strongly 

Disagree.  
In analysing the data the researcher uses formula to calculating the 

percentage. Then, the researcher interpreting the result by scoring the result 

percentage of the questionnaire (Healey, 2011:2). 

 

% = F x 100 

      N 

  

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

After analyzing 50 responses from the fourth semester students of English 

Education Department of UniversitasMuria Kudus, the perception and the score 

of social media used are presented in the following table: 

 

Table 1 The Perception on the use Social Media in Learning English 

 
No Perception Score 

General Statement 

1.  Social media provide rich resources as quotes, caption, photos, videos 178 
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Based on the result of the questionnaire of the perception of the fourth 

semester students of English Education Department of UniversitasMuria Kudus 

on the of use social media in learning English, it is found that social media 

provide rich resources as the quotes, caption photo and others type of resources 

to learn English with a score 178. It means that the students “Agree” that social 

media provides them to learn English. Students read caption, tweets and 

watching videos about learning English and others. It makes the students easily 

learn English with many sources.  

The second statement is “Social media make English Learning easier” it 

shows with scores 173. The students choose “Agree” it means that the students 

and other types of resources to learn English 

2.  Social Media make learning English easier 173 

3.  Social Media are important tools in learning English 173 

4.  Learning English using social media is fun 173 

5.  Social media motivate me to communicate in English language with 

each other 

169 

6.  I will keep on using Social media to learn English in the future 169 

7.  Learning English through Social Media helps me become an 

independent learner 

159 

8.  Social Media have boost students’ confidence in learning English 158 

English skill 

1 I can learn new words and improve my vocabulary from social media 190 

2 Social media make me easier to share my ideas 175 

3

. 

Social media helps me to learn English 172 

4

. 

I improve reading skill by reading caption and others resources in 

English 

172 

5

. 

I listen to a lot of video about English learning on Social Media 171 

6 Social media give me a positive impact on listening, reading, writing 

and speaking skill 

166 

7

. 

I improve my listening skill on English through social media 166 

8 I improve my reading skill on English through social media 164 

9 Listening English video helps me learn English pronunciation 163 

1

0 

Through social media. I can practice writing skill 159 

1

1 

I improve my speaking skill in English through social media 159 

1

2 

I improve my writing skill on English through Social media 150 

1

3 

I read an English article on social media 150 

1

4 

Social media helps me to apply grammar rules 150 

1

5 

I often speak English with my friends through social media by video 

call 

115 
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felt easy to learn English by using social media. The students get much 

knowledge easily by open their social media.  

The third statement is “Social media is an important tool in learning 

English” it shows with 173 scores. The students “Agree” with these statement. 

The students think that it is important because the students can learn by other 

ways to improve their ability English skills.  

The fourth statement is “Learning English with social media is fun” with 

the score 173. The students felt enjoy and happy when the students learn with 

social media. It is because social media provide many resources so the students 

didn’t get bored. The next statement is “Social media motivate me to 

communicate with others” it is got sores 168. The students can share their ideas 

by comments, sending the message. These can also reference the theory of 

Baruah (2012;36) stated that social media is social interaction as a tool of social 

communication.  

The sixth statement identified” I will keep on social media to learn English in 

the future” with a 169.it is indicated the students always updated the information 

about learning English and others it is so good to use in the future. according to 

Sari (2010), “ Social media can influence the students improve their English 

skills.  

The seventh statement shows that “Learning English through social media 

helps me became an independent learner. With 159 scores. The students feel free 

to choose the time and what the students need for the content of learning English.  

The last statement of the general statement is “social media is has boosted 

the students confident in learning English” the student’s don’t feel afraid when  

The highest score for the statements is “I can learn the new words and 

improve my vocabulary in social media”. The result shows that 190. The 40 

students Agree. It meant=s that the students can improve their vocabulary 
through social media. The students can read by post, caption, video, pictures and 

comments and others. There are so many words so the students can improve and 

remember the new words.   

The second statement is “Social media makes me easier to share ideas 

using English language with others” it shows 175 scores. The students ‘Agree”. It 

means by social media the students easily share their ideas by update statues, 

feeds, make videos or photos with a caption that make the student create and 

share their idea.  

The third statement is “Social media help me to learn English. It shows 172 

scores. The students feel helpful when learning using social media. There are so 

many resources to learn English by social media.  

The fourth statement is “I can improve my reading skill by read caption” it 

shows 172 scores. The students Agree by reading caption can improve their 

ability especially reading skills. 

The fifth statement “I listen to a lot of video about English learning on 

social media” it shows 171 scores. There are a lot of videos about learning 

English. For example YouTube. It is provides videos about education, 

entertainment and others about learning English. So the students watching 

YouTube improve their English skills.   
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The sixth statement “Social media give me a positive impact on listening, 

reading, writing, speaking skill. It shows 166.   

The seventh statement “I improve my listening skill through social media” 

the students improve their listening skill by watching video and listening audio. 

The students always do it so the students can improve their listening ability.  

The eight statement is “I improve my reading skill in English through 

social media” it shows 164 scores the students “Agree” by reading some 

information, caption, tweets and others. The students always read it. So, students 

develop their English skills.  

The next statement is “Listening English video helps me learn English 

pronunciation”. It shows 163 scores. The students agree that after watching the 

video the students know the right spell or pronunciation by listening video/audio.  

 The tenth statement “Through social media, I can to practice my writing 

skill”. It shows 159 scores. The students can develop their writing skills by 

writing the caption, commenting on posts and others. It makes them good in 

structure, grammar and others.  

The eleventh statement” I improve my speaking skill in English through 

social media. The students try to practice their listening skills with their friends. 

Then, the twelve statement is “I improve my witting skill on English 

through social media. It got 150 scores. The students able to write well through 

social media.  

The thirteen statement is “ I read English article on social media ”It shows 

150 scores. The student always read English article through social media, there 

are many articles, news, information on social media.  

The fourteen statement are”social media help e to apply grammar rules” the 

students who agree that the student applies grammar rules there are some 

students felt difficult to apply the right grammar rules. It because the students do 
not know well how to arrange a good paragraph using right grammar.  

The fifteen statement “I often speak English with my friends through social 

media by video call” it shows 115 scores, the students seldom practice video call 

with their friends through social media. 

From the result of the research, the researcher concludes there were many 

students perception regarding 2 aspects. There are general statements and English 

skill this result was confirmed by the previous researcher. The first Selly, Irene 

(2018) who found in her research the students have positive perception in 

learning English. The students felt learning English using social media was so 

fun, flexible and helpful platform to learn English. The second is 

Mismara,Jannati (2018) the students have a positive impact after using social 

media as a tool for learning English. The third Al Arif (2019) learning using 

social media makes the students more attractive and easy to be practice. 

 

CONCLUSION  

The result shows that the students have positive perception of fourth 

semester students of English Education Department of Muria Kudus on the use of 

social media. It means the use of social media is supporting learning process 
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implemented online, as the social media are popular so that everybody use, as 

well as the students. 

Based on the conclusion above, some suggestion proposed as follows. First, 

the use of social media of the fourth semester students of UniversitasMuria Kudus 

should be use to help the lecturers manage their teaching and learning process. 

The lecturer can use social media as a learning tool to help students develop their 

English Language skills. Next, the students should try and use others social media 

for learning English. Next, the researcher recommended the next researcher to 

conduct similar research by exploring other aspects of using social media in 

learning English. 
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